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ITINERARY

Day 1 : DAILY ATV QUAD BIKE TOUR

Welcome to Turkey Meet with your tour guide at the hotel lobby in the morning and afterwards, we start the
tour. If you are adventure seeker, this is for you guys as driving through jungle will be amazing touch of
nature. Experience Turkey with pure Off-Road fun and adventures from a completely new viewpoint away
from from the mainstream tourism, in the splendid landscape of the Taurus mountain, With this tour and
along with our experienced and well-informed companions, we offer you the ideal connection of vacation
and driving-fun. With 11 HPS of a strong quad, you drive through the mountains and forests of Antalya
crosswise, past at fields and river-runs and got to know the simple life of the Turkish farmers.
Pick up time is depending on the number of the participants and the location of the hotel is realized with
other organizations, on the route, closest to the area where the customers are joining. After the tour, transfer
back Airport or hotel. We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the
future on another Turkey Tour. Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
All entrance fees mentioned within the itinerary
Return transfer to Antalya Airport
All transfer from hotel or airport
Guided Atv Quad Bike Antalya Tour

Excludes

Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

23096



Available On Dates

4 September, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


